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User connection is useful information in online social networks. Connection can be established by some 

interactions between users in a social network. However, billions of user shared images are generated by 
individuals in many social networks daily, and t
others due to the nature of online image sharing. Hence in the existing system, a common but unreliable 
alternative is using user annotated tags associated with each shared image to discover use
work, using user shared images directly to discover the user connections in follower relationships through some 
signal processing technique (e.g., bag
relationships are found to give relatively higher similarities of the visual features in their shared images. In this 
work it just extract the features of a particular image which is uploaded by the user and it get stored in the 
database using Image processing. A
1: Both users  and  shared images about cars and user 
relationship between users A and B can be possibly detected from the higher simi
shared images. When more shared images from each of users
actual follower relationships should become 
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A B S T R A C T  
Generally, Social networking website that allows registered users to create profiles, 
upload photos and video, send messages and keep in touch with friends, family and 
colleagues. Billions of user-shared images are generated by individuals in many social 
networks today, and this particular form of user data is widely accessible to others due 
to the nature of online social sharing. Commonly user creates the group and the user 
will add the well-known persons as a group members. Also it allows user to join in 
social media groups to get the information frequently whenever the group posts new 
ideas. It just extracts the features of the image and then it is stored in the database. 
had proposed prediction methods such centrality analysis and virality prediction 
system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt in this field to prove and 
formulate such a phenomenon for mass user - shared images along with more practical 
prediction methods. These findings are useful for information or services 
recommendations in any social network with intensive image sharing, as well as for 
other interesting personalization applications, particularly when there is no access to 
those exclusive user social graphs. 

INTRODUCTION 

User connection is useful information in online social networks. Connection can be established by some 
interactions between users in a social network. However, billions of user shared images are generated by 
individuals in many social networks daily, and this particular form of user data is indeed very accessible to 
others due to the nature of online image sharing. Hence in the existing system, a common but unreliable 
alternative is using user annotated tags associated with each shared image to discover use
work, using user shared images directly to discover the user connections in follower relationships through some 
signal processing technique (e.g., bag-of-features) is proved to be effective. Users with connections of follower 

nships are found to give relatively higher similarities of the visual features in their shared images. In this 
work it just extract the features of a particular image which is uploaded by the user and it get stored in the 
database using Image processing. An extreme example of user generated  images on Instagram is shown in Fig. 

shared images about cars and user  shared an image about a flower. The follower 
relationship between users A and B can be possibly detected from the higher similarity of visual features in their 
shared images. When more shared images from each of users ,  and  are accessible for evaluation, the 
actual follower relationships should become  
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Fig. 1: Examples of the user shared image and their features

Fig. 2: Proposed architecture 
 
Reliably and accurately detectable though becoming challenging to process when the number of shared 

images and user connections grows bigger and faster every day in social network. In the proposed system admin 
creates the group and display advertisement to the user. The admin can upload the images on the category. To 
find the same images i.e related images are shared users. Now match the image shared users are connected with 
one group. Then create the category via gr
receives the advertisement from the admin.  From the above example shown in Fig 1, it just extracts the features 
from the image and store in the database 
connection with a higher similarity of their shared images, and this is done by the bag
therefore in the propose system admin side have been introduced, where the admin creates the group depend
upon the user upload the images. So from the above example the user A upload an car image and even the user 
B also upload an car image  so it extract the features of the image and store in the database and the admin 
creates the group which means it cre
group say vehicle in which the car images have been stored, which has been uploaded by the user in social 
network. The user C upload an flower image so it extract the fe
the user upload the image in social network, admin creates the group flower and therefore it store the images 
which matches the features of flower in the group. So now user in social network uploads the car
extracts the features of image when user upload the image by image processing technique and then the admin 
will show an advertisement of car to that particular user from the database which has been already uploaded by 
the other user. It also proposed a methods called centrality analysis and virality predictions methods. Centrality 
analysis 

means an Actor has high involvement in many relations, regardless of send/receive directionality. Therefore 
by this analysis we can identify the particular use
present a practical method to translate data about community structure into predictive knowledge about what 
information will spread widely. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presen
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Examples of the user shared image and their features-existing system. 

Reliably and accurately detectable though becoming challenging to process when the number of shared 
images and user connections grows bigger and faster every day in social network. In the proposed system admin 

es the group and display advertisement to the user. The admin can upload the images on the category. To 
find the same images i.e related images are shared users. Now match the image shared users are connected with 
one group. Then create the category via group. Now the admin automatically create the group, and the user 
receives the advertisement from the admin.  From the above example shown in Fig 1, it just extracts the features 
from the image and store in the database (Cheung, M., et al., 2015). In the existing system it is likely to have a 
connection with a higher similarity of their shared images, and this is done by the bag-
therefore in the propose system admin side have been introduced, where the admin creates the group depend
upon the user upload the images. So from the above example the user A upload an car image and even the user 
B also upload an car image  so it extract the features of the image and store in the database and the admin 
creates the group which means it create the group of similar images with similar features. So the admin creates a 
group say vehicle in which the car images have been stored, which has been uploaded by the user in social 

user C upload an flower image so it extract the features of flowers and store in the database, once 
the user upload the image in social network, admin creates the group flower and therefore it store the images 
which matches the features of flower in the group. So now user in social network uploads the car
extracts the features of image when user upload the image by image processing technique and then the admin 
will show an advertisement of car to that particular user from the database which has been already uploaded by 

posed a methods called centrality analysis and virality predictions methods. Centrality 

means an Actor has high involvement in many relations, regardless of send/receive directionality. Therefore 
by this analysis we can identify the particular user involvement in many relationships. In Virality prediction we 
present a practical method to translate data about community structure into predictive knowledge about what 
information will spread widely. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presen
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therefore in the propose system admin side have been introduced, where the admin creates the group depending 
upon the user upload the images. So from the above example the user A upload an car image and even the user 
B also upload an car image  so it extract the features of the image and store in the database and the admin 

ate the group of similar images with similar features. So the admin creates a 
group say vehicle in which the car images have been stored, which has been uploaded by the user in social 

atures of flowers and store in the database, once 
the user upload the image in social network, admin creates the group flower and therefore it store the images 
which matches the features of flower in the group. So now user in social network uploads the car image, it 
extracts the features of image when user upload the image by image processing technique and then the admin 
will show an advertisement of car to that particular user from the database which has been already uploaded by 

posed a methods called centrality analysis and virality predictions methods. Centrality 

means an Actor has high involvement in many relations, regardless of send/receive directionality. Therefore 
r involvement in many relationships. In Virality prediction we 

present a practical method to translate data about community structure into predictive knowledge about what 
information will spread widely. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related works, 
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Section III introduces the algorithms, Section IV introduces the proposed method, SectionV concludes the 
paper. 

 
II. Related works: 

To create a network (Jin, E.M., et al., 2001) new man have propose three principle : (1) meetings take place 
between pairs of individuals at a rate which is high if a pair has one or more mutual friends and low otherwise; 
(2) acquaintances between pairs of individuals who rarely meet decay over time; (3) there is an upper limit on 
the number of relatively noise-free. However, the networks also contain additional transactional events among 
entities. So for this we have formulated a link prediction task and compare the utility of attribute-based, 
topological, and 

Transactional features. In the above link prediction algorithm we are considering on the interactions among 
existing members are likely to occur in the near future or which existing interactions are we missing. There is a 
high level challenge in link prediction algorithm is how we are going to combine the information from the 
network structure with rich node and edge attribute data remains largely open for that an algorithm based on 
(Backstrom, L. and J. Leskovec, 2011) Supervised Random Walks that naturally combines the information from 
the network structure with node and edge level attributes .In this supervised random walk algorithm, the 
attributes  guide a random walk on the graph. We formulate a supervised learning task where the goal is to learn 
a function that assigns strengths to edges in the network such that a random walker is more likely to visit the 
nodes to which new links will be created in the future. The above supervised random walks algorithms are used 
for predicting the link and recommendation. Following algorithm called Bag-of-Features Tagging Approach for 
a Better Recommendation. The interests of users are always important for personalized content 
recommendations on friendships, events and media content from the social big data, but however this makes the 
recommendation so challenging. It demonstrates how a bag-of-features (BoF)-based tagging approach can help 
to improve the accuracy of recommendations using an unsupervised algorithm (Cheung, M. and J. She, 2014).  
After recommendation image have to be uploaded for that the two problem is the extraction of image content 
descriptions and their subsequent matching (Kadir, T. and M. Brady, 2001) using on low-level approaches for 
solving computer vision problems .the main discussion on saliency; scale selection and content description. The 
supervised Learning task to learn the function that assigns strengths to edges in network. It uses efficient 
training algorithm to learn edge strength estimation function (Estabrooks, A., et al., 2004). 

 
III. Algorithms- BOF tagging and similarity: 

This section introduces the proposed method, BoFT, that labels images with non-user generated labels, 
BoFT labels, and how BoFT similarity, the pair wise similarity among users based on BoFT labels, is 
calculated. 
 
3.1. BoF-based tagging: 

Images are analyzed using BoFT, which cannot at search image with a BoFT label. BoF is a popular 
computer vision approach for analyzing images (Wang, Z., et al., 2013). Fig. 3 shows the key steps involved: 
Fig. 3(a) is the steps for BoF and Fig. 3(b) is the method for connection discovery based on user shared images. 
The different steps of BoFT are introduced in this section below. Feature Extraction: Feature extraction is a 
process to obtain the unique local features in step 1 of Fig. 3(a). These unique features can be detected by 
feature detection, such as the Harris Affine detector, Maximally Stable External Regions detector (Wang, Z., et 
al., 2013) and Kadir Brady saliency detector (Kadir, T. and M. Brady, 2001). The extracted features are 
relatively consistent across images taken under different viewing angles and lighting conditions. In this work, 
the images representation is independent of the size and orientation by scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) 
(Kadir, T. and M. Brady, 2001). 
 
3.1.1. Codebook generation: 

Codebook generation in step 2 ofFig.3(a) is a clustering process to obtain a set of visual words, a 
representative and distinct set of unique visual features. This step starts with clustering extracted visual features 
into groups by clustering techniques, such as -means clustering, based on their visual similarity, and the mean 
vectors of each group are defined as a visual word. Other possible techniques are the Canopy clustering 
algorithm (Lowe, D.G., 2004) and Linde Buzo Gray algorithm (McCallum, A., et al., 2000). A -means 
clustering is used in our work. 
 
3.1.2. Feature Coding and Pooling: 

Feature coding represent search visual feature by the closest visual word. Each image is represented by a 
feature vector in the feature pooling as shown in step 3 of Fig. 3(a). One of the most common approaches is 
counting the number of occurrences of each unique visual word on an image as the feature vector. 
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3.1.3. Clustering and BoFT labeling: 
Clustering groups imagesthat are visually similar through the similarity in their feature vectors, which is 

shown in step 4 of Fig. 3(a). For example, when two images contain cars in the countryside, the feature vectors 
of the two images are similar in terms of the number of occurrences of each unique visual word. As a result, the 
two images will be assigned the same BoFT label to indicate thatthey are visually similar. BoFT applies one of 
the most popular clustering algorithms, -means, which will first randomly generates  cluster centroids. It then 
iteratively assigns points to their nearest centroids, followed by a recomputing of the centroids until it 
converges. However, -means does have its draw-backs in that the points lying far from any of the centers can 
significantly distort the position of the centroids and the number of centers must be known in advance. More 
discussion of this can be found in Section VI. The next step, BoFT labeling, assigns each cluster a BoFT label so 
that those images with the same BoFT label are visually similar, and this is shown in step 5 of Fig. 3(a). The set 
of BoFT labels of user shared images of user , , is obtained. is a vector, with each element being the set 
of occurrences of a BoFT label in the shared images of user . The step is an unsupervised operation that 
analyzes user shared images without any manual input and process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3: BoFT: (a) annotation with BoFT labels, and (b) user similarity calculation based on BoFT labels. 
 

3.2. Connection Discovery With BoFT tabels: 
This section introduces how connections can be discovered through BoFT labels 

 
3.2.1. BoFT Labels and User Profile: 

A user profile, which reflects the content of a user’s shared images, is the key in connection discovery. The 
proposed method admin side has been created and it send the related images as advertisement to the user and it 
use the number of occurrences of the BoFT labels in step 5 of Fig. 3(a) of the shared images of a user as his/her 
user profile, as in step 6 of Fig. 3(b). A user  is represented by his/her user profile, , and the distribution of 
the BoFT labels that the user has is defined as 

 
             (1) 

 
where  is the number of occurrences of the -th label among the shared images of user , and  is the 

total number of labels which is set to 500. The best value of  is subject to applications, and more discussion 
can be found in Section VI. 
 
3.2.2. User Profile and User BoFT Similarity: 

When the user pro-file of each user is established, the next step is the connection discovery based on the 
BoFT similarity, , of users  and , in which users who share highly similar images will have a high BoFT 
similarity. This requires a pair wise similarity comparison among user profiles based on the number of 
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occurrences of BoFT labels, and this is calculated using the following formula:
 

where  and  are the set of BoFT labels of the shared image in the user profiles of users 
respectively. 

 
3.3. Centrality analysis algorithm: 

We estimate a node’s centrality in the network in order to identify bridges. Centrality in graph theory and 
network analysis is a quantification of the relative importance of a vertex within the graph (e.g., how important a 
person is within a social network). The centrality of a node in a network is a measure of the structural 
importance of the node. A central node, typic
members. There are several ways to measure centrality. The three most widely used centrality measures are 
Freeman’s degree, closeness, and betweenness measures 
measured as the number of direct ties that involve a given node 
centrality maintains contacts with numerous other network nodes. Such nodes can be seen as popular nodes with 
large numbers of links to others. As such, a central node occupies a structural position (network location) that 
may act as a conduit for information exchange. In contrast, peripheral nodes maintain few or no relations and 
thus are located at the margins of the netw
k=1 a(pi, pk) (1) where a(pi, pk)=1 if a direct link exists between pi and pk and i = k. ‘Closeness’ centrality 
measures the reciprocal of the mean geodesic distance d(pi, pk), which i
and all other reachable nodes (Freeman, L.C., 1978
long it will take information to spread from a given node to other nodes in the network 
Closeness centrality for a given node is calculated as: CC(pi) = N 
of nodes in the network and i = k. ‘Betweenness’ centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on the paths 
linking other nodes (Lowe, D.G., 2004
a measure of the extent to which a node has control over information flowing between others 
2002). A node with a high betweenness centrality has a capacity to
it links. In our case it can be regarded as how well a node can facilitate communication to other nodes in the 
network. Betweenness centrality is calculated as: CB(pi) = N j=1 j
number of geodesic paths linking pj and pk, and gjk(pi) is the number of those geodesic paths that include pi. 
Freeman’s centrality metrics are based on analysis of a complete and bounded network which is sometimes 
referred to as a sociocentric network. These metrics become difficult to evaluate in networks with a large node 
population because they require complete knowledge of the network topology. For this reason the concept of 
‘ego networks’ has been introduced. Ego networks can be defined
together with the actors they are connected to (alters) and all the links among those alters. Consequently, ego 
network analysis can be performed locally by individual nodes without complete knowledge of the
network. Marsden introduces centrality measures calculated using ego networks and compares these to 
Freeman’s centrality measures of a sociocentric network 
measured for an ego network where it i
uninformative in an ego network, since by definition an ego network only considers nodes to which the ego 
node is directly related and then by definition the distance from the ego node to 
ego network is 1. On the other hand, betweenness centrality in ego networks has shown to be quite a good 
measure when compared to that of the sociocentric measure. Marsden calculates the egocentric and the 
sociocentric betweenness centrality measure for the network shown in figure 2. 

 
 Sociocentric 

Node betweenness 
w1 3.75 
w2 0.25 
w3 3.75 
w4 3.75 
w5 30 
w6 0 
w7 28.33 
w8 0.33 
w9 0.33 
s1 1.5 
s2 0 
s4 0 
i1 0 
i3 0 
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are the set of BoFT labels of the shared image in the user profiles of users 

 
We estimate a node’s centrality in the network in order to identify bridges. Centrality in graph theory and 

alysis is a quantification of the relative importance of a vertex within the graph (e.g., how important a 
person is within a social network). The centrality of a node in a network is a measure of the structural 
importance of the node. A central node, typically, has a stronger capability of connecting other network 
members. There are several ways to measure centrality. The three most widely used centrality measures are 
Freeman’s degree, closeness, and betweenness measures (Freeman, L.C., 1977; 1978). ‘Degree’ centrality is 
measured as the number of direct ties that involve a given node (Freeman, L.C., 1978). A node with high degree 
centrality maintains contacts with numerous other network nodes. Such nodes can be seen as popular nodes with 

ers of links to others. As such, a central node occupies a structural position (network location) that 
may act as a conduit for information exchange. In contrast, peripheral nodes maintain few or no relations and 
thus are located at the margins of the network. Degree centrality for a given node pi is calculated as: CD(pi) = N 
k=1 a(pi, pk) (1) where a(pi, pk)=1 if a direct link exists between pi and pk and i = k. ‘Closeness’ centrality 
measures the reciprocal of the mean geodesic distance d(pi, pk), which is the shortest path between a node pi 

Freeman, L.C., 1978). Closeness centrality can be regarded as a measure of how 
long it will take information to spread from a given node to other nodes in the network (
Closeness centrality for a given node is calculated as: CC(pi) = N − 1 N k=1 d(pi, pk) (2) where N is the number 
of nodes in the network and i = k. ‘Betweenness’ centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on the paths 

.G., 2004; McCallum, A., et al., 2000). Betweenness centrality can be regarded as 
a measure of the extent to which a node has control over information flowing between others 

. A node with a high betweenness centrality has a capacity to facilitate interactions between the nodes that 
it links. In our case it can be regarded as how well a node can facilitate communication to other nodes in the 
network. Betweenness centrality is calculated as: CB(pi) = N j=1 j−1 k=1 gjk(pi) gjk (3) where gj
number of geodesic paths linking pj and pk, and gjk(pi) is the number of those geodesic paths that include pi. 
Freeman’s centrality metrics are based on analysis of a complete and bounded network which is sometimes 

ric network. These metrics become difficult to evaluate in networks with a large node 
population because they require complete knowledge of the network topology. For this reason the concept of 
‘ego networks’ has been introduced. Ego networks can be defined as a network consisting of a single actor (ego) 
together with the actors they are connected to (alters) and all the links among those alters. Consequently, ego 
network analysis can be performed locally by individual nodes without complete knowledge of the
network. Marsden introduces centrality measures calculated using ego networks and compares these to 
Freeman’s centrality measures of a sociocentric network (Newman, M.E., 2005). Degree centrality can easily be 
measured for an ego network where it is a simple count of the number of contacts. Closeness centrality is 
uninformative in an ego network, since by definition an ego network only considers nodes to which the ego 
node is directly related and then by definition the distance from the ego node to all other nodes considered in the 
ego network is 1. On the other hand, betweenness centrality in ego networks has shown to be quite a good 
measure when compared to that of the sociocentric measure. Marsden calculates the egocentric and the 

weenness centrality measure for the network shown in figure 2.  

Egocentric 
betweenness 
0.83 
0.25 
0.83 
0.83 
4 
0 
4.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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are the set of BoFT labels of the shared image in the user profiles of users  and , 
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ally, has a stronger capability of connecting other network 
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. A node with high degree 
centrality maintains contacts with numerous other network nodes. Such nodes can be seen as popular nodes with 

ers of links to others. As such, a central node occupies a structural position (network location) that 
may act as a conduit for information exchange. In contrast, peripheral nodes maintain few or no relations and 

ork. Degree centrality for a given node pi is calculated as: CD(pi) = N 
k=1 a(pi, pk) (1) where a(pi, pk)=1 if a direct link exists between pi and pk and i = k. ‘Closeness’ centrality 

s the shortest path between a node pi 
. Closeness centrality can be regarded as a measure of how 

(Newman, M.E., 2005) 
− 1 N k=1 d(pi, pk) (2) where N is the number 

of nodes in the network and i = k. ‘Betweenness’ centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on the paths 
. Betweenness centrality can be regarded as 

a measure of the extent to which a node has control over information flowing between others (Marsden, P.V., 
facilitate interactions between the nodes that 

it links. In our case it can be regarded as how well a node can facilitate communication to other nodes in the 
−1 k=1 gjk(pi) gjk (3) where gjk is the total 

number of geodesic paths linking pj and pk, and gjk(pi) is the number of those geodesic paths that include pi. 
Freeman’s centrality metrics are based on analysis of a complete and bounded network which is sometimes 

ric network. These metrics become difficult to evaluate in networks with a large node 
population because they require complete knowledge of the network topology. For this reason the concept of 

as a network consisting of a single actor (ego) 
together with the actors they are connected to (alters) and all the links among those alters. Consequently, ego 
network analysis can be performed locally by individual nodes without complete knowledge of the entire 
network. Marsden introduces centrality measures calculated using ego networks and compares these to 

. Degree centrality can easily be 
s a simple count of the number of contacts. Closeness centrality is 

uninformative in an ego network, since by definition an ego network only considers nodes to which the ego 
all other nodes considered in the 

ego network is 1. On the other hand, betweenness centrality in ego networks has shown to be quite a good 
measure when compared to that of the sociocentric measure. Marsden calculates the egocentric and the 
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Fig. 4: Bank Wiring Room network sociocentric and egocen-tricbetweenness [25] 
 
The betweenness centrality CB(pi) based on the egocentric measures does not correspond perfectly to the 

sociocentric measures. However, it can be seen that the ranking of nodes based on the two measures of 
betweenness are identical in this network. This means that two nodes may compare their own locally calculated 
between- 34 ness value, and the node with the higher betweenness value may be determined. In effect, the 
betweenness value captures ‘how much a node connects nodes that are themselves not directly connected’. For 
example in the network shown in figure 4, w9 has no connection with w4. The node with the highest 
betweenness value connected to w9 is w7, so if a message is forwarded to w7, the message can then be 
forwarded to w5 which has a direct connection with w4. In this way, betweenness centrality may be used to 
forward messages in a network. Marsden compared sociocentric and egocentric betweenness for 15 other 
sample networks and found that the two values correlate well in all scenarios (Newman, M.E., 2005). 

 
IV. Recommendation for image sharing-proposed methods: 

This section introduces the recommendations for image sharing. There are a 4-module. The first part is User 
Authentication and User Profile, followed by Group creation and File sharing by User. The third part focuses on 
Group creation by Admin based on user shared files. The last stage is Admin sharing Advertisement. These 
stages introduced one by one in this section. 
 
4.1. User authentication and user profile: 

In this stage, in order to use the specific social media, the user needs to register their details, so that the site 
could allow the authentication users to login. Once the user registers in social media it gets stored in the 
database, and when the user login in the social network the particular user can see the users who had register in 
social network. Now the user can proceeds login process. After that the user can view their profile. Now the user 
can be connected with the people by adding new friends and also the user can create the groups and add the 
friends to that group.  
 
4.2. Group creation and file sharing by user: 

In this stage, user could view and share or send the text massages, images, post, and status, ideas to friends 
and also to the group members. Now the friends and group members can view the messages and respond to the 
user. 
 
4.3. Group creation by admin based on user shared files: 

In this stage, admin can upload the images based on the category. To find the same images that is related 
images are shared by users. User upload many images, for example the user A upload a car image and user B 
upload a building image and user C upload a car image, therefore once the users upload the images it get stored 
in the database, now  the admin create the groups depending upon the user upload the images, for example the 
admin create the group call vehicle when the user A and C upload the car image and it creates the group name 
call buildings when the user B upload the building image. Therefore the admin create groups at the admin side. 
To compare the user shared every image to admin images that admin upload images, now it match the image 
shared users are connected via group. 
 
4.4. Admin sharing advertisement: 

In this stage, it automatically creates the groups, admin send the advertisement for the particular category 
based on the sharing of images. Every uses will receives the advertisement from the admin For example user D 
upload an car image the admin will send an advertisement related to car image which means the admin will 
show the image which has been uploaded by user A and C. 

 
V. Experimental results: 

Practical follower recommendation system is proposed and formulated with the discovered connections, 
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which are extensively verified with ground truth. It is concluded that follower recommendation using discovered 
connections by user shared images is possible, and the recommendation is 60% better than UserT and achieves 
25% of the performance of FoF, a method used when limited access SGs are available. 

 
Conclusion: 

This paper has successfully proved and characterized the phenomenon that related pairs share similar 
images by mass user shared images from real-world social networks, and then formulated and developed the 
results into practical methods to discover user connections. In the proposed system the admin side will create the 
groups of related images and send as advertisement to the user of related images. There are two possible 
directions for improving the precision. As the features extracted from images are a low level description, even 
two images with exactly the same feature vector could be two completely different images. This could be solved 
by combining other forms of feature vectors, such as distribution of HSV color, or other feature extraction 
techniques, such as GIFT. As discussed previously, the number of labels, , or the number of clusters in 
clustering, has to be pre-defined. A too small value could make two dissimilar images be annotated with the 
same label, while a too large number will cause two similar images with different labels. Strategies such as that 
in (Jurie, F. and B. Triggs, 2005) combine the advantages of on-line clustering (Meyerson, A., 2001) and mean-
shift (Comaniciu, D. and P. Meer, 2002) in an under sampling framework (Estabrooks, A., et al., 2004). The 
method does not require knowing  in advance, and performs better than -means in image categorization 
(Jurie, F. and B. Triggs, 2005). Those directions can help to improve the results of connection discovery. With 
the connections among users, many interesting applications, such as centrality analysis, recommendation by 
advertisement, virality prediction, had been done. 
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